Software & Services for More Transparency, Less Risk and Better Results

Modern compliance challenges
require advanced solutions

NeuAnalytics’ Integrated Support Platform is purpose built technology
for receivables, compliance management and financial operations.

The only technology solution to increase recoveries while reducing risk
Our clients refuse to compromise. With NeuAnalytics, they don’t have to. We help them increase receivables
while mitigating operational and vendor risk. It’s the only solution that does both simultaneously.

Instant results + long term success
NeuAnalytics’ Compliance Systems Suite is designed to follow best practices for all management standards,
including manual and automated audits that examine every account, every day, providing our clients the most
reliable, up-to-date information available in today’s market. To ensure our clients get the full value of the
feature set, these modules are rolled out in phases, and our dedicated customer support professionals will
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guide your team through training and implementation.
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GRC Onboarding
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Automated Auditing
Data Sampling

Vendor Data Feeds

No Data Feeds
Completeness of Vision

Collect more money. Pass each audit
We give you data to measure and manage the performance of vendors at the individual account level, and to
ensure they are complying with consumer credit regulations. So you collect more money, pass each audit and
help your team succeed.

Better data fuels better results
We solve the bad data problem, converting the jumble of vendor data into formats you can trust and use. You
can rely on NeuAnalytics’ data to better manage placements, vendors, recoveries and risk. So you get the data
you need, in the format you want, every day. It’s the clear alternative to non-integrated point solutions, incompatible data formats, high latency reporting and poor visibility.
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Discover the good
in your bad debt

The question isn’t whether you need a compliance system,
it’s what compliance system fits my company’s needs?

Complete technology solution purpose built for creditors
NeuAnalytics’ solutions are modular and extensible, designed on a common architecture and built to work
with each other. So it’s easy and frictionless to start small, solving for one problem in one department, and
later expand to other departments or across your company.
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Deep expertise and a team committed to your success
Our team features seasoned experts with extensive experience in both receivables and technology.
Each is committed to your success.

Find out how you upgrade
your receivables solution to
the brave Neu world.
Contact NeuAnalytics today at

913 825 0000 or find out more at NeuAnalytics.com
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